
Overview—Cyber-Physical Manufacturing Cloud (CPMC) 

brings physical manufacturing resources close to the cloud 

computing platforms by emulating manufacturing processes 

through web services. Virtual copies of physical manufacturing 

resources consist of multiple cloud-based sophisticated 

manufacturing applications. Therefore, to accommodate these 

cloud-based manufacturing applications, virtual copies of physical 

machines require many virtual machine instances in the cloud. As 

cost of computing in the cloud significantly depends on the runtime 

of compute and storage nodes, allocating many virtual machine 

instances for numerous physical manufacturing resources 

becomes highly expensive. In this project, a method of optimizing 

cloud computing resources in CPMC is proposed. The proposed 

method allows the virtual machine instances allocated only to the 

active physical machines during manufacturing operations. 

Several Infrastructure as Code (IaC) technologies are used to 

support the dynamic instantiation and optimization of virtual 

manufacturing resources. A partially functional prototype of the 

proposed method is implemented in the CPMC testbed. The 

prototype implementation gives important insights and future 

research directions on designing CPMC.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

yber-Physical Manufacturing Cloud (CPMC) [1] is 

introduced to bridge gaps among cloud computing, cyber 

physical systems, and manufacturing. A CPMC allows direct 

operations and monitoring of machine tools in a manufacturing 

cloud over the Internet. Ongoing research on CPMC includes 

improvement of virtualizing manufacturing resources, 

development of cloud-based manufacturing applications, and 

redesigning the active communication protocol MTComm [2]. 

The growing number of manufacturing applications and fast 

expansion of physical machine virtualization at a granular level 

leading to the concept of having separate virtual machine for 

each of the manufacturing units in a shopfloor. Prediction is 

soon there will be a operating system that represents 

manufacturing machines virtually in the cloud computing 

platforms. This statement is further supported by the latest 

aggressive developments of IoT cloud platforms.  

 

In CPMC, if that situation comes where each manufacturing 

units in a shop floor requires a distinct virtual machine instance, 

the hosting cloud computing platforms will be full of powerful 

machine instances significant expenses to the manufacturers. 

This expensive attribute of CPMC may cause back off for the 

manufacturers to bring their manufacturing operations to the 

cloud. Although the virtual copies of physical machine tools 

require powerful virtual machine instances, not all of them 

needs the virtual instances to be running 24/7. We can easily 

divide the manufacturing units in two categories:  

a. Group of machines which have costly boot up.  

b. Group of machines which can be powered on and start 

operating almost immediately.  

Machines in group (a) require their virtual instances running 

almost all the time due to their costly booting nature. On the 

other hand, machines in group (b) can have virtual copies only 

running during manufacturing operation runtime.  Here lies the 

solution of minimizing cloud infrastructure costs in a CPMC 

environment. This work optimizes the runtime of the group (b) 

machine’s representative virtual instances in the cloud. 

 

CPMC testbed consists of two manufacturing sites, one in this 

University of Arkansas (UARK Site) and another in Missouri 

University of Science and Technology (MST Site). The 

proposed method is implemented as a prototype in the UARK 

Site which consists of three 3D printing machines, two robotic 

arms, and one CNC machine. All these machines have minimal 

boot up time and falls in group (b). Virtual machine instances 

of these physical machines are instantiated on-demand basis by 

a service-oriented daemon optimally. This daemon process is 

hosted in a separate virtual machine in the cloud. Theoretically 

this daemon service is responsible of providing DevOps support 

for the CPMC.  For example, when the Ultimaker 3D printer in 

the testbed is being operated for printing a 3D model, the 

operation request goes through the daemon service, which starts 

the virtual machine instance for the Ultimaker machine and 

turns it off when the printing is done.  

II. BACKGROUND 

Terraform is a tool for building, changing, and versioning 

infrastructure safely and efficiently. Terraform can manage 

existing and popular service providers as well as custom in-

house solutions [6]. AWS CloudFormation provides a common 

language for you to describe and provision all the infrastructure 

resources in your cloud environment. CloudFormation allows 

you to use a simple text file to model and provision, in an 

automated and secure manner, all the resources needed for your 

applications across all regions and accounts. This file serves as 

the single source of truth for your cloud environment [5]. 

 

CloudFormation and Terraform are “orchestration tools”, 

which means they are designed to provision the servers 

themselves, leaving the job of configuring those servers to other 

tools [3]. Usage of orchestration tools can avoid usage of 
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Configuration Management tools. Using Docker or Packer, the 

vast majority of one’s configuration management needs are 

already taken care of. With Docker and Packer, one can create 

images (such as containers or virtual machine images) that have 

all the software the server needs already installed and 

configured. Once that type of image is developed, all one need 

is a server to run it. In case of provisioning virtual machine 

images of cyber-physical machines, an orchestration tool like 

Terraform is typically going to be a better fit than a 

configuration management tool [3]. In order to fully automate 

the orchestration of virtual machine images deployment on 

AWS EC2, machine instances for cyber-physical systemsm 

require to be orchestrated by Java and AWS SDK [4] built 

daemon service. Terraform code is able to apply very limited 

logic during orchestration, this limitation needs to be mitigated 

by AWS SDK for Java.  

 

In order to detect machine idle/busy information, the virtual 

machine instance optimization service needs to gather physical 

machine status information. To achieve that, MTConnect [7] 

based data is enough for reading machine status only. For 

operating the physical machines, support of MTComm [2] 

method is required to be integrated with the instance optimizing 

service.  

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE & TESTBED 

Fig. 1 presents the system architecture. Users access 

numerous cloud-based manufacturing applications (MA) 

hosted on the virtual instances of machine tools. Virtual 

machine tool instances also host other applications and services 

such as Virtual Services (V S), Digital-Twins (D T). A 

component named Instance Optimizer Daemon (IOD) 

dynamically provisions Amazon EC2 instances according to the 

exact need of manufacturing operations. In order to 

dynamically allocate cloud resources, the IOD gathers physical 

machine’s free-busy information. The Amazon EC2 instances 

are developed as general tiny Ubuntu instances. These instances 

establish bi-way communication with the physical machine 

tools via the Raspberry Pi middleware devices. Raspberry Pi 

devices use MTComm method to monitor and operate 

manufacturing tools. There is also another RESTful service 

developed for the establishing communication between IOD 

and the relays to manipulate power connection of the machines.  

 

A terraform code has been written and applied in Amazon EC2 

platform. The code is shown in Fig. 2. The given infrastructure 

consists of two 3D printers (Ultimaker and Bukito), one CNC 

machine (X-Carve), and one tiny robotic arm (UARM). The 

instances are partially functional to demonstrate the project. 

The java IOD is hosted in a UARK Cloud server.   

 

 
Figure 1: System architecture of the CPMC for optimizing cloud resources. 

 



 

Figure 2: Terraform code for Testbed Cloud Infrastructure 

IV. WORKFLOW OF EXPERIMENTS 

A sequence diagram is drawn and presented in fig. 3. User is 

shown a web page containing information of the physical 

machines and their respective virtual instances in the AWS EC2 

platform. The existing machines in the testbed require minimal 

start up time. Therefore, running them optimally on-demand 

basis is possible.  There is a RESTful web service developed 

and deployed in the Raspberry Pi middleware to fork the 

necessary MTComm based processes when there is a 

manufacturing operation request. Both the physical machine 

and its virtual counterpart is powered off and stopped 

respectively when the manufacturing job is done. IOD module 

along with the Raspberry Pi middleware devices collaborate to 

accomplish this workflow.  

V. BRIEF DISCUSSION ON RESULTS 

This is a proof of concept project on optimizing cloud 

computing resources for a cyber-physical manufacturing cloud 

environment. The implemented partially functional prototype 

shows the proof of the idea. Although the proposed method has 

yet to be matured, it shows useful insights about implementing 

such system. This prototype implementation also shows 

necessary measures to keep configuration synchronization 

before and after a virtual machine is started and stopped.  

 

IoT cloud is an already professionally operational cloud in the 

market. Compared to its progress, cloud infrastructure of cyber-

physical systems has not grown up to the mark. This proof of 

concept shows that continuing research on this project can lead 

to a design of a complete cyber-physical manufacturing cloud 

ecosystem.  Another additional research avenue should be 

explored from this background, which is deep integration of 

physical processes with cloud platforms. 

 
Figure 3: A component level sequence diagram of the experimental workflow 



 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

The project is in a prototyping phase, the following features 

should be developed in future: 

a) IOD is developed platform dependent, only workable 

with AWS EC2 instances. It should be expanded to 

work more closely with Terraform to become platform 

independent.  

b) Virtual machine instances are created from generic 

Ubuntu machine images, although initial plan was to 

create instances using Docker Images. However, there 

are both pros and cons about using Docker images. 

Docker images are more suitable with AWS IAM 

service. Using Docker images is avoided in this 

project, so that in future, a new Linux distribution 

specifically for manufacturing purpose could be 

developed.  

c) Machine behavior analysis should be done before 

suggesting machine power on/off whenever there is a 

manufacturing operation request.  

d) As machines are powered on/off based on 

manufacturing operations, how much a manufacturing 

site can save in terms of power, should be measured 

and analyzed.  

VII. CONCLUSION 

This term project paper targets to optimize virtual and physical 

resources optimization in a cyber-physical manufacturing cloud 

(CPMC) environment. A prototype system is designed to show 

the proof of the concept. A testbed is implemented to show its 

functionality. In the implementation, virtual representation of 

physical machines are tightly bound based on manufacturing 

activities. The project is partially functional and it shows that 

such optimized cloud environment is desirable and very much 

possible. A video demo of this project is also created and 

uploaded in the course portal.  
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